SAP S/4HANA®
transformation in record time
T Systems automates your journey into the world of
SAP S/4HANA®, and you gain full transparency in
regard to your SAP landscape

T-Systems facilitates digitization with SAP
S/4HANA®

Your free of charge CrystalBridge® Assessment
is now available

Modern processes and innovations create space and
competitive advantages. The central topics consist of the
move to SAP S/4HANA®, migration to the cloud, and
profitable use of growing data volumes.

With T-Systems’ Data Migration Factory for SAP powered
by CrystalBridge®, our experts make use of the Analysis,
Shell, and Transformation modules. Through the analysis
of systems and organizational structure, a customized
transformation strategy can be developed. To reduce
system downtime, an empty copy of the source system is
created as the initial target system for selective data
migration. In addition, transformation rules are defined to
carry out migration with maximum speed and efficiency as
well as reduced operational interruptions.

Switching to SAP S/4HANA® is one of the most complex
tasks a company can undertake. There are always different
views on a migration.
Have you frequently asked yourself lately:
▪ Which data should or must be migrated to SAP
S/4HANA®?
▪ How can the system downtime be reduced?
▪ What about SAP releases, database versions and
interfaces?
However, it is evident, that the system downtime should
be as low as possible so as not to jeopardize the business.
For switching to SAP S/4HANA®, T-Systems has
developed the T-Systems’ Data Migration Factory
powered by SNP CrystalBridge®. This transformation
approach enables a quick, secure, and smooth switch to a
future-ready status throughout the world while regular
operation continues.

Your Benefits
Project costs lowered by 32% on average
▪ Downtimes of your productive SAP system reduced
by 73% on average
▪ Project risk reduced to a minimum
▪ Optimized hybrid cloud scenarios

Your Assessment results:
▪ Evaluation and overview of your SAP landscape
▪ SAP data usage analysis
▪ SAP S/4HANA®readiness
▪ Public cloud sizing
▪ Identification of the most important interfaces
Irrespective of the maturity of your SAP landscape and the
cloud solution it needs: T-Systems, as a certified end-toend service provider and SAP RISE partner, has the
necessary experience and foresight to carry out successful
migrations. T-systems successfully executes more than
1000 SAP transformations every year.

With our market knowledge and the right partners, we are
your one-stop shop and can deliver exactly what you need.
Another important aspect: We have the highest level of
automation in the market to carry out the project work
remotely.

SAP S/4HANA® Transformation in Record Time

A free of charge remote systems scan of one SAP System of your choice in the SNP CrystalBridge® Analysis
Extractor with Public Cloud Sizing
When to use?

Organizations which are planning a transition to SAP S/4HANA either
through technical migration , new implementation or an entire landscape
transformation
▪
▪

▪

What is included?
▪

How much does it cost?

Remote System Scan of an SAP System (SAP R/3® or SAPS/4HANA®)
Technical analysis with SNP CrystalBridge® Assessment
Public Cloud Sizing (AWS, Azure or Google Cloud)
Definition of the requirements for the cloud solution of your choice based
on the analyzed SAP system, included in the offer
NextSteps
Outlook and recommendations for next steps based on the cloud
assessment
Roadmap Consulting
Development of an individual cloud roadmap, optionally for a follow-up
project. E.g.-Evaluation of other cloud options, authorization
management, or integration of the SAP S/4HANA® transformation in a
cloud migration process.

€ 0 (No upfront investment)

Information & Conditions
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Scan of one productive SAP ERP systems in the CrystalBridge® Analysis Extractor
All services follow the remote execution procedure
This offer is aimed exclusively for T Systems business customers (no resellers, no partners)
The prerequisite for these packages is that the customer is interested in a migration or optimization of their IT
landscape
This document is for information purpose only and is not a binding offer. If you are interested, please contact us and
we will be happy to send you the relevant contract documents
Contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Tel: 00800 33 090300
E-Mail: info@t-systems.com
Internet: www.t-systems.com
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